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SPONSORING EXPERIMENT STATIONS AND AGENCIES

STATE EXPERIMENT STATIONS

Alabama (Tuskegee)  Kansas  North Carolina
Arizona          Maryland   Ohio
Colorado         Michigan   South Carolina
Connecticut      Minnesota  Utah
Illinois         Nebraska   Wisconsin
Indiana          New Jersey
Iowa             New York

COOPERATING AGENCIES, OTHER UNIVERSITIES, AND PRIVATE INDUSTRY

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Cooperative State Research, Education, and Extension Service

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (Ames Research Station, Johnson Space Center, and Kennedy Space Center)

Environmental Protection Agency (Corvallis)

University of California at Los Angeles

University of Guelph, Ontario, Canada

McGill University, Montreal, Canada

Agriculture and Agrifood Canada, Nova Scotia, Canada

Lockheed Martin Missiles and Space (Palo Alto)

Dynamac Corporation (Kennedy Space Center)
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